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Stay up to date with recent advances in the NICU with Klaus and Fanaroff's Care of the High-Risk

Neonate, 6th Edition. This trusted neonatology reference thoroughly covers the new guidelines,

equipment, drugs, and treatments that have greatly increased the chance of survival for high-risk

infants. Expert contributors deliver the information you need to stay on top of the technological and

medical advances in this challenging field.Benefit from the expert advice offered in concise,

easy-to-read editorial comments throughout the book.Assess your knowledge with comprehensive

question-and-answer sections at the end of each chapter.Understand the clinical relevance of what

youâ€™ve learned with case studies that highlight real-world application. Own the reference trusted

for nearly 40 years by those who care for at-risk neonates in the dynamic and challenging NICU.

Get fast access to need-to-know information on drugs used in the NICU, normal values, and much

more in the fully updated appendices. Keep your knowledge up to date with expanded coverage of

evidence-based medicine and the role ofÂ networks in generating evidence.Stay current with all

aspects of neonatal care, including resuscitation, transport, nutrition, respiratory problems and

assisted ventilation, and organ-specific care.Access the fully searchable text online, download

images, and more at www.expertconsult.com.
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"This is an iconic book in neonatology. Its reappearance after an 11-year absence is very welcome,



indeed. Although not as inclusive as the major neonatal textbooks, it continues to be innovative in

the presentation of material and the introduction of new subjects, such as the role of networks in

providing evidence-based data. This book should be part of every neonatal library and this edition

will find a place on my shelf next to the previous five." - Jay P. Goldsmith, MD(Tulane University

School of Medicine) Doody 5 stars!

the least favorite of my collection--have others that are better for my purposes as a

preceptor/mentor for new nurses in the NICU

This is a medical textbook which is now an updated classic. It is directed to the medical professional

who cares for newborn infants. This text delivers clear, concise explanations of major medical

issues. Well written and referenced with helpful charts and tables.

This is the book in which I studied Neonatology 30 years ago. This edition not only updates all the

contents but also shows the information very easy to read and with the expert's commentaries and

the clinical cases, I think it remains a classic for students and for their old teachers.....Ricardo

Guraieb pediatrician Mexico City.

Not what I expected but good. It is filled with cases and different scenarios and reviews appropriate

management. It is one to read for cases but not for pocket type reference.

I loved this book. It uses current research and integrates it in a way that very few text books actually

do. I am generally not fond of textbooks because they don't provide enough detail but this book

finds a great balance.

Great book!

every neonatal nurse needs this

Book as great as always; I start w this book when preparing lectures for my medical/nursing staff.

Any thing w Avroy's name on it is not to be missed.
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